
Tour description/route characteristics: The tour leads almost exclusively through the district of Oberallgäu, 
mainly on very narrow asphalt roads with little traffic. It is very varied and often offers impressive views of 
the Allgäuer Alps. Because of the many small roads, a navigation system is certainly very helpful for this tour, 
but I will try to describe the route in such a way that it is possible to follow it even without a navigation 
system.

From the Sonthofer train station the first direction is Hindelang. Approx. 400 m before the end of the town the 
road branches off to the right up to Margarethen. The trail continues - with a view of the Allgäu Alps - via 
Hofen and Beilenberg to Altstätten. Turn left there and follow the road to Oberstdorf. At the 1st roundabout 
turn right and after the next roundabout turn left towards Tiefenbach. Follow the road until Obermaiselstein. 
Turn left there and before the tunnel turn right. Cross a narrow wooden bridge and continue to Sonderdorf and 
Bolsterlang. There you go straight ahead. Then turn right and immediately left again. Straight ahead over the 
main road the tour leads to Untermühlegg and on to Tiefenberg. There turn left until Ofterschwang. Here turn 
right and after 1 km left towards Bettenried/Hüttenberg. Via Hüttenberg the route continues to Bihlerdorf. 
Turn left there and then left again at the main road. After 500 m turn left to Gunzesried. There in the centre of 
the village turn right towards Blaichach. In Ettensberg turn left at the right-of-way-sign. After 1 km turn left 
again to Immenstadt. At the 1st roundabout turn right and at the 2nd roundabout straight ahead (2nd exit). 
After 300 m turn left to Rauhenzell. In the village after 500 m turn left again. Pass under the B 19 and then 
turn left until the next junction. Turn left again to the B 308, then right and after 2 km left towards Akams. 
After 2.5 km - before Akams - turn left and after another 1.5 km keep right towards Missen. After a few nice 
curve combinations the tour turns right to Knotenried. Follow the main road to Diepolz. There turn right again. 
From here 6 km to Niedersonthofen. There turn left and after 400 m left again to Wollmuths. There turn left 
and follow the signs to Ettensberg. Then continue to Hellengerst. There turn right and after 8 km - just before 
Waltenhofen - left again (Leutener Weg). Continue to Wirlings. There turn left to Buchenberg. Here slightly 
left and after 100 m right again towards Eschach. Follow this road for 16 km and then turn left to 
Winterstetten. Turn right here to Rungatshofen. Turn right again in the direction of Gschnaidt. After 5 km -
just before Kimratshofen - turn right. After a good 1 km turn slightly left (Wies). In Ursulers turn left and after 
1.5 km left again to Altusried. Shortly before entering the village turn right again (Gansmühle). Then turn 
right again when you reach the main road and follow the main road for 3.5 km. After crossing the river Iller
turn left to Reicholzried. From there turn right via Hesselstall and Käsers to Schrattenbach. There further to 
Bärenwies and via Hopfenbach and Eschers to Obergünzburg. Turn left here onto the main road and after 300 
m turn right again towards Ebersbach. After 500 m turn left again towards Burg/Willofs. In Willofs turn right 
and continue to Gfäll. Past the Gfäll mill to Ebersbach. After about 1 km turn right to Huttenwang. Then turn 
right again to Aitrang. After leaving the village turn right again towards Unterthingau. After the 90 degree 
right-hand bend go straight ahead and then turn left into Grüntenstraße. Continue to Schweinlang and then 
keep left. After about 2 km turn left towards Betzigau. After another 2 km turn right to Möstenberg.  After 4 
km (Leiterberg) turn left. Continue via Götzens to Betzigau. There - before the main road - turn sharp left and 
after 100 m turn right again. After 2 km keep right (Schweikarts) and then turn left just before the main road. 
Continue to Rothen. There turn right to Durach. Here turn left onto the B 309 and after 3 km turn right 
towards Sulzberg. After 500 m turn left towards Aleuthe. Continue via Unter'm Buch - then keep left - back to 
the B 309, where you first turn right and then immediately left to Bodelsberg. After 7 km - before Hasenmahd
- turn right and continue to Oy-Mittelberg. In the village turn right in direction Haag. Via Haag the route 
continues to Petersthal. There turn left again and after 3 km left again towards Vorderburg. Shortly after in 
Rieder turn left in the direction of Acker/Morgen. After 1,5 km keep left in Acker. After 2 km turn left in 
Binzeler. Via Oberellegg the path then leads to Wertach. Turn left here and immediately right again behind the 
church. Then straight on at the right-of-way-sign until the traffic lights. There turn right onto the B 310 and 
via Oberjoch and Hindelang back to Sonthofen.

Route length 265 km
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